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Abstract—This paper proposes a multiple object tracking
system for spatially extended objects, whose number is a priori
not known and dynamically changing over time. Compared to the
expected size of the objects, a high resolution range measuring
sensor is used within an implementation of the proposed system.
For that, the Bayesian framework is rigorously utilized and
implemented using a reversible jump Markov chain Monte Carlo
sampling approach. A priori knowledge like object dynamics is
statistically expressed and integrated into one Bayes filter. This
includes how objects lookalike and move, where they are expected
to appear & disappear, and how they do interact with each other.
The functionality of the system is shown in simulative results.
Keywords: Spatially extended object tracking, data associ-
ation, Markov chain Monte Carlo.

I. INTRODUCTION

For a wide field of applications it is necessary to gather
knowledge about a set of objects. For example, a traffic
management system might want to know how many vehicles
are currently using a road on which lanes and at which velocity.
From that, it can derive several decisions like speed adjustments
for specific lanes or it can advise an alternative route to the
driver if he or she has an appropriate device installed in the
car. Another more complex but less technical example is the
human movement control system which allows a collision free
walk among a crowd. For that, the human visual environment
recognition system simultaneously tracks up to four or five
moving objects even under heavy occlusion conditions (see
[1]) from which the movement decisions are made from.

Multiple Object Tracking (MOT) means to recursively
estimate both the time varying number of objects and the
parameters or states of each of these objects. Typical parameters
or states for tracking systems in the field of advanced driver
assistance are the position, heading angle, and velocity of an
object.

There are several issues which need to be addressed by a
multiple object tracking system, the most important are:

Unknown Number of Objects: Usually, the number of objects
present in the scene is a priori not known. Additionally, the
number of objects is varying over time.

Unknown Object State: The knowledge about the parameters
or states of an object is often limited at the beginning of a
tracking process, e. g., the velocity or the moving direction are
hardly determinable from observations of the same time.

Sensor Weaknesses: The sensors which are used to observe
the environment have weaknesses. First, not every measurement
necessarily belongs to a real existing object. Those clutter
measurements (whose number is time varying) need to be
eliminated during the tracking process. Vice versa, not every
existing object generates a measurement at each time (missed
detection). Second, the measurements are disturbed by noise,
which has to be reduced by statistical filtering. Finally, sensors
have a limited and finite resolution.

Hidden States: Depending on the sensor capabilities, not all
the parameters or states of an object can be directly observed,
e. g. the acceleration if a radar sensor is solely used. Those
hidden states can often be calculated by the first or second
derivative of another parameter of the object, for example the
velocity or position.

Spatially extended Objects & Occlusion: If objects are
considered to have a spatial extension (e. g. width and length),
their modeling complexity increases. Additionally, if multiple
objects are present within the observable region, they can
occlude each other. This implies that objects can be present
even if they cannot be “seen” all the time. Parameters such as
width and length of an object can be long-term unobservable
as well, e. g. if an edge of an object remains invisible to the
sensor.

Object Dynamics & Behavior: The possible movement of
objects is usually constrained (e. g. by technical limitations,
their design, typical driver behavior or the road geometry).
These dynamics can be (partly) modeled by motion and
behavior models.

Multiple Object Classes: Some applications explicitly need
to know the class of an object, e. g. whether it is a vehicle,
truck, or a pedestrian. Typically, this implies that the tracking
process is able to derive information about the appearance of
objects and to classify them accordingly.

Object Labeling: Another important requirement of many
applications is that objects are uniquely labeled so they are
recognizable over time.

Observation Association: If multiple objects are present
within a scene, multiple observations will occur. In general, it
is not a priori known which object created which observation.
Additionally, if a sensor can produce clutter it is even not
known whether the observation belongs to a real (existing)
or to a clutter object. Furthermore, if objects are considered
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to be spatially extended, they can generate an unknown and
time varying number of observations. These uncertainties are
known as association problem which if solved can be seen as
the solution of the multiple object tracking problem. To the
best of the author’s knowledge, none of the proposed methods
in literature can cope with all of the mentioned issues.

This paper proposes a multiple object tracking system for
spatially extended objects, whose number is a priori not known
and dynamically changing over time. Compared to the expected
size of the objects, a high resolution range measuring sensor
is used within an implementation of the proposed system.
For that, the Bayesian framework is rigorously utilized and
implemented using a reversible jump Markov chain Monte
Carlo sampling approach. A priori knowledge like object
dynamics is statistically expressed and integrated into one
Bayes filter. This includes how objects lookalike and move,
where they are expected to appear & disappear, and how they
do interact with each other. The tracking system omits early
decisions at all tracking stages (like clustering for deriving an
object level detection from observations).

The paper is structured as follows: At first, state of the art in
multiple object tracking is shortly summarized and related work
is outlined. Hereafter, a general Bayes filter for a dynamic
number of objects is derived, which is implemented using
a reversible jump Markov chain Monte Carlo (RJMCMC)
approach. In chapter IV, a multiple spatially extended object
tracking system is proposed using a range measuring sensor
as information source. Finally, the functionality of the system
is shown in simulative results.

II. STATE OF THE ART & RELATED WORK

Lots of algorithms and systems have been developed in the
past dealing with multiple object tracking. Many of them use
an explicit observation-to-object association and a dedicated
track management component [2]. Multiple hypothesis track-
ing (MHT) algorithms defer the association decisions until
their probabilities exceed a certain level [3], [4]. Integrated
probabilistic data association (IPDA) [5] and joined integrated
probabilistic data association (JIPDA) [6] methods integrate
the existence probability of the objects into a weighted state
update.

Most of the current state of the art multiple object tracking
systems assume that the objects to be tracked can be modeled
as point sources. A point source object generates only one
distinct observation, which represents the whole object in the
observation domain. This assumption is sufficient as long as
the sensor resolution is smaller than the object. In terms of a
range sensor this would mean that an object can be hit by only
one beam. Using high resolution sensors, these assumption is
inherently violated.

In [7], the point source violation is considered and a Kalman
filter based approach for extended object tracking is proposed
and simulated. There, the spatial extension of objects is ap-
proximated by ellipsoids. While not explicitly able to estimate
the absolute number of objects, the presented algorithm detects

’split-off’ maneuvers by observing the ellipsoid eccentricity
over time.

A low level tracking of spatially extended objects has been
done using occupancy grid methods [8], [9] for which an
additional clustering is still necessary in order to extract
relevant objects each time an object representation is required.
Additionally, occupancy grid methods need a high amount of
computational resources.

Since tracking of object groups with a common behavior
is a similar task compared to tracking of spatially extended
objects, the problem of data association arises, as well. In
[10], an approach for object group tracking on the basis of
the probability hypothesis density (PHD) filter is presented.
PHD filter propagate the first statistical moment instead of the
whole probability density function.

The tracking of multiple and potentially interacting objects
using reversible jump Markov chain Monte Carlo (RJMCMC)
methods was first shown in [11]. There, up to twenty ants
observed by a camera have been successfully tracked using
an interaction model which takes into account that the ants
do not occupy the same space at the same time. The authors
additionally showed that by using RJMCMC instead of particle
filters the number of particles can be drastically reduced (by the
factor 10 to 15 for 20 objects). In the simulation results of [12]
it was demonstrated, that a similar approach which additionally
uses an appearance model shows comparable results. Another
extension was made by the authors of [13], which applied
RJMCMC to a camera based tracking of several distinct classes
of moving objects like vehicles, motorcycles, or trucks. For
that, a more complex motion model has been used, as well.
A first attempt for tracking spatially extended objects using
RJMCMC was made by [14] using a laser scanner. There, the
authors proposed to use an occupancy grid as a detector and a
sliding window of time to include object motion smoothness
constraints into the tracking process. As the spatial extensions
width and length of the objects are assumed to be fixed for
several a priori known object classes (bus, car, bicycle, or
pedestrian), also this approach does not go beyond point source
object tracking.

A rather general approach for modeling the spatial extension
of objects is to generate a point process which can be done using
a point source generator as shown in [15] and [16]: The source
PDF p(s|x) models the probability that an object with state x
generates a point source s with likelihood p(z|s). If a range
measuring sensor is used, z denotes the multi-dimensional
observation containing all occurring beams. Therewith, the
point process like object likelihood can be determined by

p(z|x) =

∫
p(z|s)p(s|x)ds. (1)

Typically, the source likelihood p(z|s) as well as the source
PDF p(s|x) can be much easier specified than the whole object
likelihood p(z|x) when using high resolution sensors. This
general object likelihood approach has been demonstrated by
simulations using one-dimensional “stick” objects and particle
filtering. If the number of spatial dimensions would be increased
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to be two-dimensional the computational effort would be much
higher.

Especially if spatially extended objects need to be tracked
and if the sensor resolution is high enough to cope with it,
the aforementioned approaches usually suffer from its explicit
detection stage decisions. This stage assumes that it can collect
enough knowledge within the raw observation data at one point
in time so it can derive the parameters (e. g. position, width,
and length) of the potential objects within the scene. From that,
several issues arise: For a subsequent statistical filtering process
it is necessary to specify the uncertainty of the observation
process and the existence probability of the observations
(cluttering), e. g. a Gaussian observation noise. While this can
be done in a straightforward way if the filtering observation
space is equal or similar to the “natural” sensor observation
space1, it becomes difficult if non-statistical methods are used to
extract objects (e. g. clustering) from the observations. Here, the
question arises “What are the uncertainties and the existence or
clutter probabilities of non-statistically derived clusters which
consist of several observations?” which is usually difficult or
even impossible to answer. The second issue regarding the
explicit detection stage decisions is that these decisions are
hardly reversible once made using the shown approaches.

III. RJMCMC FILTER FOR MULTIPLE OBJECT TRACKING

Within this chapter, a Bayes filter for a dynamic number
of objects is derived. For that, a multiple object likelihood as
well as a multiple object transition density are introduced. The
latter does include both an object appearing & disappearing
and an object dynamics modeling. The resulting Bayes filter
is implemented using a reversible jump Markov chain Monte
Carlo sampling approach [17].

The following description of the RJMCMC filter has been
derived from [11] and adapted as it provides the basis for the
later implementation of the RJMCMC filter. It differs in that the
RJMCMC equations are rewritten replacing the set identifier
k by appropriate object sets Sk using k as time index. For
example, a set S1,k can contain the objects {3, 6} and another
set S2,k the objects {8, 3, 6}2. If a single object’s state space
exemplary consists of two states x =

(
x ẋ

)T
, the object set

1 would correspond to

S1,k =
(
x3 ẋ3 x6 ẋ6

)T
(2)

and the object set 2 to

S2,k =
(
x8 ẋ8 x3 ẋ3 x6 ẋ6

)T
. (3)

1For example, consider an MOT system using a laser scanner. If the angular
resolution of the sensor is low compared to the object size, each laser detection
can be treated as an object. Then, the one-dimensional observation noise of
the distance observation can be simply taken from the sensor specification
and the clutter rate can be determined per laser beam from trial runs.

2Note that the order within an object set is not crucial as long as the objects
can be unequivocally distinguished from each other.

A. Bayes Filter for a Dynamic Number of Objects
Suppose that the system’s state xk needs to be known at

discrete times tk with k ∈ N and that the set of time discrete
observations is denoted as Zk = {z0, . . . , zk}. Without any
loss of generality, the equation for a time discrete Bayes filter
[18, pp. 5-6]

a posteriori︷ ︸︸ ︷
p(xk|Zk) = η

likelihood︷ ︸︸ ︷
p(zk|xk)

a priori︷ ︸︸ ︷∫
p(xk|xk−1)︸ ︷︷ ︸

transition

p(xk−1|Zk−1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
last a posteriori

dxk−1

(4)
can be rewritten in terms of the object set terminology resulting
in a Bayes filter for a dynamic number of objects:

a posteriori︷ ︸︸ ︷
p(Sk|Zk) = η

likelihood︷ ︸︸ ︷
p(zk|Sk)

a priori︷ ︸︸ ︷∫
p(Sk|Sk−1)︸ ︷︷ ︸

transition

p(Sk−1|Zk−1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
last a posteriori

dSk−1

(5)
Here, the likelihood p(zk|Sk) becomes an observation prob-
ability density and p(Sk|Sk−1) a state transition probability
density for a dynamic number of objects in S .

1) Multiple Object Likelihood: The multiple object likeli-
hood can be split into single object likelihoods using the source
generator approach from equation (1):

p(zk|Sk) =

∫
p(zk|xs,k)p(xs,k|Sk)dxs,k (6)

If the Delta distribution centered at the objects in Sk is used
so that p(xs,k|Sk) = δµ(xs,k), equation (6) reduces to

p(zk|Sk) =
∑
s∈Sk

p(zk|xs,k). (7)

2) Multiple Object Transition Density: A single object
transition density usually models the motion of an object. In
contrast to that, the transition density for a dynamic number
of objects additionally needs to handle object appearance and
disappearance or object entering and leaving to or from the
observed area. If we assume that objects which remain or
stay within that area during the transition from k − 1 to k are
independent from those who enter or leave, the multiple object
transition density can be split into

p(Sk|Sk−1) =

enter︷ ︸︸ ︷
p(Ek|∅)

stay︷ ︸︸ ︷
p(Rk|Rk−1)

leave︷ ︸︸ ︷
p(Lk|Lk−1) . (8)

Here, Ek denotes the set of entering objects which did not exist
or were unobservable at time k − 1 symbolized by the empty
set ∅. Rk is the set of objects which were already present or
existing at time k − 1 and do still exist (stay) at time k and
Lk is the set of leaving objects which were present or existing
at time k − 1 but not at time k. These sets form the object
set Sk = {Ek,Rk,Lk} and do not share any objects. The
transition density of objects which stay models their motion—
if the objects are assumed to move independently, it can be
split into

p(Rk|Rk−1) =
∏
r∈Rk

p(xr,k|xr,k−1), (9)
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which also applies to the probabilities of entering and leaving
objects:

p(Ek|∅) =
∏
e∈Ek

p(xe,k|∅) (10)

p(Lk|Lk−1) =
∏
l∈Lk

p(xl,k|xl,k−1) (11)

In terms of multiple object tracking, p(Ek|∅) models where
objects are likely to appear (e. g. at the boarders of the
observation area), p(Rk|Rk−1) models how objects move
(e. g. according to a constant velocity model), and p(Lk|Lk−1)
models which objects are likely to disappear depending on
their parameters (e. g. position). Equation (8) allows for a
statistical description of the temporal processes occurring in
MOT, including object appearing & disappearing3 as well as
object motion.

B. RJMCMC Filter for a Dynamic Number of Objects
The Bayes filter in equation (5) provides a general solution

to the estimation problem, which cannot be solved analytically
in general. An exception is the well known Kalman filter family
which restricts the random variables to be Gauss distributed
having a a priori known and fixed state space size, which is
not an option for the proposed system. Instead, a sampling
approach based upon the Monte Carlo [19, pp. 8-9] principle
is used.

The Monte Carlo principle gives that the integral of the
product of an arbitrary function f(x) and a probability density
function p(x) can be approximated by a sum∫

f(x)p(x)dx ≈ 1

N

N∑
n=1

f(x(n)). (12)

If this is applied to the integral containing the a priori density
in equation (5), the Bayes filter for a dynamic number of
objects using Monte Carlo approximation becomes

p(Sk|Zk) = η p(zk|Sk)

N∑
n=1

p(Sk|S(n)k−1), (13)

where N denotes the number of samples or particles. The
constant sample number normalizer N−1 is integrated into
the general normalizer constant η. Combining the summed
and factored versions of the multiple object likelihood and
transition densities from equations (7), (8), (9), (10), and (11)
and inserting into equation (13) results in

p(Sk|Zk) = η

likelihood︷ ︸︸ ︷∑
s∈Sk

p(zk|xs,k) ·
N∑
n=1

∏
e∈Ek

appearing︷ ︸︸ ︷
p(xe,k|∅)︸ ︷︷ ︸
enter

∏
r∈Rk

transition︷ ︸︸ ︷
p(xr,k|x(n)r,k−1)︸ ︷︷ ︸

stay

∏
l∈Lk

disappearing︷ ︸︸ ︷
p(xl,k|x(n)l,k−1)︸ ︷︷ ︸

leave

 .
(14)

3In literature, this is often denoted as object birth or death.

Equation (14) provides the exact solution to the Bayes filter
of equation (4) for an ininite number of samples N , which
cannot be evaluated in finite time for the whole state space S .
Therefore, an effective RJMCMC sampling schema using the
Metropolis-Hastings sampler [20] is applied resulting in the
sample set p(Sk|Zk) ≈ {S(n)k }Nn=1.

The Metropolis-Hastings sampler can draw samples from
an arbitrary probability density function p(x) if it can be
evaluated up to a normalization constant p(x) = ηp∗(x). For
that, a proposal state x′ is drawn from a proposal density
q(x′|x(n)) conditioned on the current sample x(n), for which
the acceptance rate can be calculated by4

a =

probability ratio︷ ︸︸ ︷
p(x′)

p(x(n))
×

proposal ratio︷ ︸︸ ︷
q(x(n)|x′)
q(x′|x(n))

. (15)

Starting with an initial value x(0), the chain will converge
to the desired solution or PDF after a finite number of steps
or particles. The direction of the steps are governed by the
combination of the probability ratio and the proposal density
q(·), whose dedicated moves will be explained in detail in
chapter IV.

For a Bayes filter estimating a dynamic number of objects,
equation (15) needs to be rewritten in terms of the object set
terminology:

a =
p(S ′k|Zk)

p(S(n)k |Zk)
×
q(S(n)k |S ′k)

q(S ′k|S
(n)
k )

(16)

Using equation (13) neglecting the normalizer η as posterior
density in (16) results in

a =

likelihood ratio︷ ︸︸ ︷
p(zk|S ′k)

p(zk|S(n)k )
×

a priori ratio︷ ︸︸ ︷∑N
i=1 p(S ′k|S

(i)
k−1)∑N

i=1 p(S
(n)
k |S

(i)
k−1)

×

proposal ratio︷ ︸︸ ︷
q(S(n)k |S ′k)

q(S ′k|S
(n)
k )

, (17)

which can be further partitioned inserting equations (7), (8),
(9), (10), and (11) resulting in equation (17).

IV. IMPLEMENTATION

The implementation of the multiple object tracking system
uses a range measuring sensor whose resolution is high
compared to the expected spatial extension of the objects to be
tracked. Thereby, the point source assumption is violated and
cannot be applied. Instead, a rectangular object is supposed to
generate several features along its edges at the first intersections
of the rectangle and the beams of the sensor. If such a feature
can be observed it proves the existence of an edge of an
object at that position. The proposed system does not rely
on an explicit detection stage as it includes the detection
into the Bayes filter. At each time k, the system samples
the multiple object a posteriori PDF p(Sk|Zk) ≈ {S(n)k }Nn=1

by utilizing several models, which are explained below and
correspond to the probability density functions in equation (14).

4Note that p(·) is used instead of p∗(·) and that the normalization constant
η is omitted as it cancels due to the ratio notation.
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Figure 1. Dynamics model: Us-
ing the constant velocity and head-
ing model, an object with state
(xk−1 yk−1 θk−1 vk−1)T at time
k − 1 can be located within the
segment of a circle ring (gray area)
at time k.

Figure 2. Appearing & disappearing
model: New objects can appear in area
Aad only if they have not been in
area Ao before. Vice versa, objects
are allowed to disappear if being in
area Aad only.

The implementation shown in this paper does neither consider
clutter observations nor an ego motion compensation.

A. Dynamics Model

An object consists of a center point x/y, the heading θ, the
velocity v, and its width w and length l resulting in the single
object state space

x =
(
x y θ v w l

)T
. (18)

Objects are supposed to move according to a constant velocity
and heading model where the driver can interact either by
accelerating/ decelerating with acceleration a so that vk =
vk−1 + ∆Ta or by changing the object’s heading by ω so
that θk = θk−1 + ∆Tω, where ∆T = tk − tk−1 denotes the
timespan between two consecutive observation times. Both
driver interactions are supposed to be random variables which
are uniformly distributed according to

a ∼ U(amin, amax)

ω ∼ U(−ωmax, ωmax).

These motion assumptions allow the object to be located within
a segment of a circle ring (see figure 1) at any time k if the
previous state was xk−1. Therefore, the single object state
transition PDF can be split into

p(xk|xk−1) =U(rk, rmin, rmax)U(φk,−φmax, φmax)

· N (θk, θk−1, σ
2
θ),

(19)

where rk and φk denote the polar components of the object’s
center in the object’s coordinate system, while the size of the
segment of a circle ring is determined by rmin/max and φmin/max
which can be easily derived from the driver interaction extreme
values amin/max / ωmax and ∆T . The heading is independently
distributed by a Gaussian with standard deviation σθ.

B. Appearing & Disappearing Model

The probability of the position, heading, and velocity of an
entering (or new born) object is constrained by the motion
model as well. For instance, if an object did not exist at time
k − 1 at the center of the sensor’s observation area it is very
unlikely that it suddenly appears at time k at that position. This
is due to the physically constrained maximum velocity vmax of
an object which implies that new objects appear at the border
of the observation area. Similar constraints can be applied to
the heading and the velocity of entering objects. Vice versa,
objects are not allowed to suddenly disappear within a certain
area. In figure 2, the possible appearing & disappearing area
Aad is shown, which leads to the appearing PDF

p(xk|∅) =

{
1 if xk is in Aad and x∗k−1 is not in Ao
0 else,

(20)
where x∗k−1 = f(xk) is calculated using the motion model.
The disappearing PDF is similar and given by

p(xk|xk−1) =

{
1 if xk is in Aad
0 else.

(21)

C. Likelihood

The resolution of the used range measuring sensor is adjusted
so that it is high compared to size of the objects to be tracked.
Thereby, each object generates several observations at different
source points along its edges, whereas one observation carries
only a part of information—a feature—about an object and
is not a representation of the object in the observation space.
Therefore, a single point source assumption cannot be applied.
Instead, the source generator approach [15], [16] which is used
for the multiple object likelihood in equation (6) is applied
again to the single object likelihood

p(zk|xk) =

∫
p(zk|db) p(db|xk)ddb. (22)

Here, the object xk generates sources at distance db for each
beam b = 1 . . . B, where B denotes the number of beams
of the range measuring sensor. As the beam angles of the
range measuring sensor are a priori known and constant, the
source likelihood can be expressed by the Delta distribution

a =

likelihood ratio︷ ︸︸ ︷∑
s∈S′k

p(zk|x′s,k)∑
s∈S(n)

k

p(zk|x(n)s,k )
×

a priori ratio︷ ︸︸ ︷∑N
i=1

[∏
e∈E′k

p(x′e,k|∅)
∏
r∈R′k

p(x′r,k|x
(i)
r,k−1)

∏
l∈L′k

p(x′l,k|x
(i)
l,k−1)

]
∑N
i=1

[∏
e∈E(n)

k

p(x
(n)
e,k |∅)

∏
r∈R(n)

k

p(x
(n)
r,k |x

(i)
r,k−1)

∏
l∈L(n)

k

p(x
(n)
l,k |x

(i)
l,k−1)

] ×
proposal ratio︷ ︸︸ ︷
q(S(n)k |S ′k)

q(S ′k|S
(n)
k )

(17)
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p(db|xk) = δµ(db) centered at the first intersection point
between the object xk and the beam b, which leads to the
single object likelihood

p(zk|xk) =
∑
b∈B

p(zk|db) (23)

with

p(zk|db) =

{
N (zk, db, σ

2
d) if b and xk intersect

U(0, dmax) else,
(24)

where σd is the standard deviation of the observation noise
and dmax the maximum beam distance of the range measuring
sensor. The final multiple object multiple source likelihood
results after inserting equation (23) in equation (7):

p(zk|Sk) =
∑
s∈Sk

∑
b∈B

p(zk|ds,b) (25)

D. Occlusion Model

In a real multiple object scenario objects can occlude each
other. Nevertheless, if we assume that the range measuring
sensor cannot see through an object, features should not
be occluded by an object. For that, an independent feature
occlusion testing is applied to each object in Ck = {Ek,Rk}
and feature (except the leaving objects in Lk)

p(Ck,Fk) =
∏
o∈Ck

∏
f∈Fk

p(do|df ), (26)

which is applied as additional factor in equation (14). Here,
do denotes the distance of the first intersection of the object o
with the beam of feature f and df the distance of the observed
feature. The occlusion PDF is given by

p(do|df ) =


1

1
2+dmax−df

exp

[
− 1

2

(
df−do
σd

)2]
if do ≤ df

1
1
2+dmax−df

else.
(27)

E. Interaction Model

As in [11] we assume that objects do not occupy the same
space at the same time. Additionally, objects are supposed to
have a minimum distance dmin to each other. The resulting
interaction model consists of the pairwise object collision check

p(Ek,Rk) =
∏
o∈Ck

p(xo,k, Co,k), (28)

where Co,k = {Ek,Rk} \ xo,k is the set of objects containing
the objects from Ek and Rk except the object xo,k and

p(xo,k, Co,k) =

1 if xo,k has at least distance dmin to
any object in Co,k

0 else.
(29)

The collision and distance check is done using the separating
axis theorem [21]. Just as the occlusion model the interaction
model is applied as additional factor in equation (14).

F. Feature Assignment

Features represent single detections from the range mea-
surement sensor. All features observed at time k compose the
feature pool Fk which is divided into different subsets. The
subset of assignable features Fa,k contains features which are
not yet assigned to an object whereas features that are assigned
to objects are denoted as Fo,k where o denotes the object the
features are assigned to. As features are treated to be indepen-
dent from the object they are assigned to, their motion cannot be
predicted using the motion model. Instead, they are assumed to
move in a random direction at random velocity vf ∼ U(0, vmax).
The features observed at k − 1 which are assigned to an
object are denotes as Fo,k−1 and the resulting set of assignable
features is Fa,k =

{
Fk \

⋃
o∈Sk{Fo,k,Fo,k−1}

}
.

Each assigned feature proves the existence of the object to
which it is assigned. To assign observed features to objects in
the current object set Ck = {Ek,Rk} it is evaluated whether an
assigned feature fits to an object or not. This is independently
done for each object o (except those who leave) and its assigned
features Fo,k

p(Ck,
⋃
o∈Ck

Fo,k) =
∏
o∈Ck

∏
f∈Fo,k

p(do|df ), (30)

where

p(do|df ) = N (do, df , σ
2
d). (31)

Again, the assignment PDF in equation (30) is applied as
additional factor in equation (14).

G. Proposal Density Moves

Within this section, the dedicated moves of the proposal
density q(S ′k|S

(n)
k ) are introduced. These moves allow for the

exploration of the state space, which includes both the states
of the individual objects (like position or velocity) and the
cardinality of the object set. The moves fulfill the irreducibility
and recurrence conditions of MCMC chains [22, p. 140 ff.].
The moves are designed such that each move changes either
one state of an individual object or increases or decreases the
cardinality of the object set by only one at each step.

1) Object State Change Moves: Object state change moves
are used to explore the state space of an individual object x(n)k

which is randomly chosen from S(n)k . Additionally, a state
change move is selected which either changes the position
x/y, the heading θ, the velocity v, the width w, or the length
l of the object using a random walk Gaussian proposal density
with specific standard deviations for each move.

For all property change moves the resulting proposal ratio

is qr =
q(S(n)

k |S′k)
q(S′k|S

(n)
k )

= q(x(n)|x′)
q(x′|x(n))

= 1 since those moves do
not change any cardinality and thus the probability for each
proposal move is equal.

2) Object Add and Delete: The moves object add and delete
change the cardinality of the object set S(n)k by either adding
or removing one object to or from it.
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a) Add Object: Adds a new object xa,k to S(n)k resulting
in S ′k =

{
S(n)k , xa,k

}
by randomly choosing one available

feature fa from Fa,k. The object is then aligned along a
randomly chosen edge that is cut by the corresponding beam
of fa at feature distance dfa while considering the range
measuring sensor uncertainty so that de ∼ N (de, dfa , σ

2
d)

where de is the resulting distance to the objects edge along
the beam of fa.

The position on the object’s edge, object heading, width,
length and initial velocity are randomly chosen. The object’s
width, length and velocity do comply with their corresponding
minimum and maximum values. Additionally, based on the
motion and appearing model the minimum possible velocity
is not a constant in that case. With the proposed heading θ′

and the object’s center distance to the outer borders of the
appearing area Aad it is possible to calculate the minimum
velocity the object had between k− 1 (when it was not within
the detection area) and k so it can appear at the proposed
position. The resulting proposal ratio is

qr =
q(S(n)k |S ′k)

q(S ′k|S
(n)
k )

=

1
|S′k|∑

f∈Fa,k
[N (d′e, df , σ

2
d)Ul,w]

, (32)

where

Ul,w =

{
U(0, l′) if beam intersects edge l
U(0, w′) if beam intersects edge w

. (33)

The cardinality of the desired set is denoted by |·|.
b) Delete Object: Deletes a randomly chosen object xd,k

from S(n)k which results in S ′k =
{
S(n)k \ xd,k

}
. If the move

is accepted the features Fd,k assigned to the object xd,k are
released to Fa,k so that F∗a,k = {Fa,k,Fd,k}. The resulting
proposal ratio is

qr =
q(S(n)k |S ′k)

q(S ′k|S
(n)
k )

=

∑
f∈F∗a,k

[
N (d

(n)
e , df , σ

2
d)Ul,w

]
1

|S(n)
k |

. (34)

3) Feature Assign and Deassign: The moves feature assign
and deassign change the cardinality of the set of assigned
features of a specific object and the cardinality of the set of
assignable features.

a) Assign Feature: Assigns one randomly chosen feature
fa from Fa,k to a randomly chosen object xe,k. If the move is
accepted the assigned feature is removed from Fa,k resulting
in F∗a,k = {Fa,k \ fa} and assigned to the object resulting in
F∗e,k = {Fe,k, fa} which implies that the feature cannot be
assigned to any other object. The proposal ratio for this move
is

qr =
q(S(n)k |S ′k)

q(S ′k|S
(n)
k )

=

1
|F∗e,k|

1
|Fa,k|

. (35)

b) Deassign Feature: Deassigns a randomly chosen
feature fr from a randomly chosen object xe,k. If the move
is accepted fr is released to Fa,k so that F∗a,k = {Fa,k, fr}
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Figure 3. Adaption of the estimated states of a single object (red rectangle)
at one time during several steps n of the MCMC algorithm. While in (a) the
estimation does not fit well to the true state (green rectangle), after several
steps the states (especially the heading) are adapted (c). Assigned and not
assigned features are symbolized by circles and crosses, respectively.
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Figure 4. Tracking result of multiple objects (red rectangles) with different
velocities (vleft ≈ 7ms−1, vright ≈ 10ms−1) at different times k. The true
states are symbolized by green rectangles and the field of view is indicated
by the dotted lines.

which means that fr is again available for assigning to another
object. The proposal ratio for this move is

qr =
q(S(n)k |S ′k)

q(S ′k|S
(n)
k )

=

1
|F∗a,k|

1
|Fe,k|

. (36)

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The proposed system has been evaluated using data from a
simulated range measuring sensor with a field of view α = 36◦

divided into 451 beams and a maximum range of rmax = 180m.
The observation noise is σd = 0.25m and the update interval
is ∆T = 0.1s. The object states are limited in their heading
−π < θ ≤ π, velocity −55ms−1 ≤ v ≤ 55ms−1, width
1.4m ≤ w ≤ 2.55m, and length 2.7m ≤ l ≤ 20m. The results
can be seen in figures 3, 4, 5, and 6. In the figures 4 and 6
the maximum a posteriori estimate Ŝk = arg maxSkp(Sk) is
visualized.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Within this paper we demonstrated a multiple object tracking
approach for spatially extended objects, whose number is a
priori not known and varying over time. For that, a reversible
jump Markov chain Monte Carlo implementation of a Bayes
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Figure 5. Object add attempts (red rectangles) at different steps of the MCMC
algorithm. In (a) and (b), object adding is declined due the occlusion model
while in (c) the move gets accepted as it fulfills all model restrictions. The
true state is indicated by green rectangles. Observed but not assigned features
and the feature which is used for the object add move are symbolized by
crosses and circles, respectively.
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Figure 6. Velocity estimation (red line) of one object at different times.
Starting with a wrongly estimated initial velocity, its value gets properly
estimated after several time steps. The dotted lines indicate a 2σd interval
using the sensor’s update interval ∆T = 0.1s.

filter for a dynamic number of objects has been developed
which does not rely on an explicit detection stage. The
functionality of the proposed system was shown in simulative
results.
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